
MINUTES  
 
MINUTES OF THE WORK SESSION OF THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
BISBEE, COUNTY OF COCHISE, STATE OF ARIZONA, HELD ON THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 12, 2015, AT 6:00 PM IN THE BISBEE MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 118 
ARIZONA STREET, BISBEE, ARIZONA. 

 
THE MEETING CALLED TO ORDER BY MAYOR OERTLE AT 6:03PM. 

 
ROLL CALL  
 COUNCIL  
 Councilmember Eugene Conners, Ward I 

Councilmember Joan Hansen, Ward II   Excused 
Councilmember Shirley Doughty, Ward III     

 Mayor Ron Oertle             
 Councilmember Anne Cline, Ward III, Mayor Pro Tempore      
 Councilmember Doug Dunn, Ward II   
 Councilmember Serena Sullivan, Ward I   Excused 
              

STAFF 
 Jestin Johnson, City Manager   
             Ashlee Coronado, City Clerk  
  
 CITY ATTORNEY 
 Anne Carl  
  
COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC WILL BE ALLOWED AT THIS MEETING.  A 
SIGNUP SHEET WILL BE AVAILABLE.  
 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE DISCUSSED AT THIS MEETING: 
 

1. Discussion regarding a Petition Presented by Jeff Harris Concerning the Initiative 
Process.  

Ron Oertle, Mayor  
 
Mayor Oertle stated that this work session tonight was to get the council informed concerning the 
initiative process.  
 
Jeff Harris, Bisbee resident stated that his purpose here was to try to restore the right of initiative 
that was taken away by the prior acting council. The framers of the Arizona Constitution were 
very keen on providing the citizens with co-authorship of legislation through the power of 
initiative and providing the safeguards in the petitioning process specifically in recall, initiative 
and referendums. He explained the mechanics that the legislator had set up for recall and 
referendum.   
 
Ms. Coronado stated that the numbers would change based on our last election, so if we were to 
go off of the General election that was held in November 2014 that number would now be five 
hundred and twenty-one (521).  Mayor Oertle stated that it was a hundred (100) signatures less 
now.  Mr. Harris stated that he felt that was not correct that it should be the total number of 
registered voters.  Ms. Coronado stated that was the total number of registered voters at that time 
there were 3,475 and that those numbers were from the County. Mr. Harris stated that was still a 
high number and that the state requirement would be significantly less and that he feels that 500-
700 as a requirement was beyond what was reasonable for a community this size.  
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Fred Miller, Bisbee resident explained that he felt there were two issues to consider regarding Mr. 
Harris proposal to lower the number of signatures necessary to put an initiative on the ballot. The 
first issues was the lack of trust in our elected representatives and suggest that you do not support 
Mr. Harris’s petition because it could and likely would allow frivolous initiatives to be put in 
front of the voters. Overturning a council’s decision should require concerted efforts that indicate 
substantive wide spread objections to any particular decision that you might take. The second 
issue was economic because there was no guarantee that an initiative would be put on the ballot 
in conjunction with a regularly scheduled election. Mayor Ortles asked Ms. Coronado how many 
elections can the County do per year.  Ms. Coronado stated that there were four.  Mr. Miller went 
on to state that if the proposal passes it could put a financial burden on City tax payers if there 
was a special election and for those reason he doesn’t feel that you should support this petition.  
 
Mayor Oertle stated that there should be a clarification on referendums and initiatives so if the 
council passes something and the public doesn’t like that a referendum which was a much lower 
level than what an initiative. They can do a referendum and overturn that one law were as the 
initiative process which was simply placing a new law on the books that the council couldn’t 
overturn only the public could  through another initiative process. Mr. Miller stated that was his 
understanding. Mayor Ortles asked Ms. Carl if this was correct she stated that it was correct it 
was a repeal of a law after a certain amount of time too.  
 
Mayor Ortles stated that once the initiative was completed and passed the council could never 
overturn that and during that process the council would not be allowed to have any legislative 
debate on the issue. Mayor Oertle asked Ms. Carl, the City Attorney if the council would 
essentially not be allowed to promote either in favor or against. Ms. Carl stated that, that was 
correct.  
 
Jeff Harris petitioner wanted to clear up some issues about the council not being able to overturn 
a decision on a referendum, and stated that an initiative can easily be overturned, and to Mr. 
Miller’s claim that an initiative serve as a means of showing dissatisfaction of something the 
council has done was not quite right either, it was more the function of the referendum not the 
initiative. The initiative was the constitutional right that has been given to the voters by the 
framers of the Arizona Constitution in which they wish to give the voters a chance to co-author 
legislation.  Mr. Harris stated that all he was asking was that the City bring it back in line with the 
Arizona statue.  
 
Mayor Ortles asked the City Clerk if we were to approve Mr. Harris’s petition that would take it 
down to 15% of the voters that voted in the last election. Ms. Coronado stated that was correct. 
Mayor Oertle explained that Bisbee was rather a unique community in the sense of community 
activism and there are certain issues that could come up and that people could get 280 signatures 
within a week to ten days. Mr. Harris stated that he has gotten 300 referendum signatures and it 
took him the full thirty days and was not an easy task. Mayor Oertle asked Mr. Harris if he had a 
similar petition before the council in 2008 Mr. Harris stated yes and that it had been rejected.  
 
Mayor Oertle explained his opinion that it would open up dangers in the sense that legislation was 
being put upon the City that the council can’t over turn and thinks that was why the high number 
was important and believes that the number was where it needed to be. Mr. Harris was surprised 
by the use of the word dangerous because this was a right that was given to citizens under the 
Arizona Constitution. Mayor Oertle stated he appreciated Mr. Harris’s involvement in city affairs 
when so many are not involved but on this issue we just have a very strong difference of opinion.  
 
Councilmember Conners asked if those numbers move according to how many registered voters, 
how many people actually vote and are those figures set in stone. Ms. Carl stated that Ms. 
Coronado tracks these numbers. Councilmember Conners asked Ms. Carl her opinion of how 
stringent her interpretation of the Arizona State requirement and how we perform or adhere to 
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those numbers.  Ms. Carl stated that in terms of how we perform with this initiative process now 
we are just one of sixteen states that have an initiative process so are very fortunate to begin with 
to even have this process it was a safeguard for the public.  
 
 Ms. Carl went on to dispute a couple of things that Mr. Harris had said. In regards to the Arizona 
statue we are in line with it there are two options provided in that statue so we are very much in 
line. Also, that Mr. Harris had mentioned that this was an opportunity for citizens to be co-
authors of statue the issue there was that it actually allows citizens legislators to be authors of 
initiatives and it prevents you as a council from being involved with whatever law the citizens 
have collected signatures for and voted on so what you see is what you get whether it was a good 
law or a bad law and gave examples of this.  She also stated that it was a huge power that citizens 
have they can use it for ill or they can use it for good, but having a high number of signatures was 
important not just for the reasons that Mr. Miller elaborated on, but even beyond that cost if we 
have a bad law or poorly written law or conceived law a citizen writing this law and getting 
petitions signed isn’t going to necessarily have an attorney to ask question to. We could end up 
with a law that you as a council will have to enforce and defend.  
 
Mr. Harris provided a couple of points of clarification the city attorney was correct the present 
law was consistent with the statue however,  it does not track to his understanding the Bisbee was 
the only City in this county that differs from the language of the statue it’s not the percentage that 
changed it is the bases on which the 15% was calculated that can be changed all he was asking 
was  that we get back in line we track the language that the framers of the Arizona Constitution 
put in place.  
 
Mayor Oertle explained his take on the initiative process that the numbers need to be high, but 
they are not impossible numbers. Mr. Harris stated that the framers of the Constitution disagree 
they set up the different standard for calculating the 15% and all he was asking for was that it go 
back to that.  
 
Councilmember Conners stated that we would have to agree to disagree  with the interpretation 
and opinion. If someone can’t reach the numbers that they need to reach he doesn’t think a bar 
needs to be lowered.  Everyone has the right to have their own opinion.   
 
Mayor Oertle stated that this was a work session tonight we will not be making any decisions, and 
by law we have to place this petition on the agenda within three (3) meetings and we will have 
this on the agenda next Tuesday night on the regular session agenda to deal with your petition Mr. 
Harris.  
 
Mr. Harris stated that he was asking that we track the requirement put in place by the framers of 
the Arizona Constitution and that we are consistent in that regard with all other towns in this 
county and towns in this state.   
 
Mayor Oertle stated that this process tonight was an informational process viewpoints expressed 
and was for the council’s understanding primarily and also the public. He thought that we had 
achieved our goal not 100% tonight but thought mostly of informing staff, public as to the 
differences of opinion that we have and how we feel about this particular subject matter.  

 
MOTION: Councilmember Doughty moved to adjourn the meeting  
SECOND: Councilmember Conners  
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
ADJOURNMENT: 6:50PM                                                      _________________________ 
                                                                                                    Ron Oertle, Mayor 
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